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The Ramabai killings in Mumbai in 1997 or the Bant Singh case in Punjab in 1999 is 
reminiscent of the fact that the ghosts of untouchability will be resurrected time and again 
to dismantle the hope of an egalitarian society which is free from caste politics. In literary 
exploration of caste related violence from the previleged auteur what we see is a very 
romanticized version of this grotesque violence which negates a dalit subject as 
dehumanized exotic creature devoid of culture and history .  
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           Ghosts of untouchability: Portrayal of violence against dalits in literary expression  

Since the time when Manu made it a mandate to put molten led in the ears of a shudra if 
he tries to hear Vedas till today when positive affirmation is used as an excuse to 
discriminate against the  scheduled caste  the rhetoric of violence has not changed much . 
From what one hears from visual media and newspaper the violence against dalits in rural 
India is more physical and volatile than what one experiences in urban India. An urban 
dalit is twice removed from the experiences of a rural dalit. He has acquired a sense of 
security beneath his clean cloths and camouflaged identity. But ours is a system which 
cannot function without caste and caste politics so once in public spaces the caste identity 
comes on the forefront without leaving little space for an alternative jingoism .This paper 
intends to understand the psyche towards such violence through literary expression. Is 
taking away reservation from the policy is the only key to stop this kind of 
discrimination? If in case reservations are taken away altogether than what is the 
compensation for the injustice which has been directed towards certain social groups. If 
reservation is the only root cause of the problem than why don’t people discriminate 
against others social groups like Muslims and Christians in minority institutions? The 
instances of violence are not only on the dalit body. How can one forget the mandal 
commission and the act of self immolation by Rajiv Goswami and Surinder Singh 
Chauhan whose burning bodies will haunt internet archives for the rest of the years .It is a 
reminder for all those seeking positive affirmation that even if the bodies of the socially 
lower rung groups become sacrosanct their psyche will be constantly brutalized by such 
acts of passive violence.  

The Ramabai killings in Mumbai in 1997 or the Bant Singh case in Punjab in 1999 is 
reminiscent of the fact that the ghosts of untouchability will be resurrected time and again 
to dismantle the hope of an egalitarian society which is free from caste politics. In literary 
exploration of caste related violence from the previleged auteur what we see is a very 
romanticized version of this grotesque violence which negates a dalit subject as 
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dehumanized exotic creature devoid of culture and history . A dalit male / female body 
becomes the sight of an imposed ideological framework .This argument is further 
substantiated by the texts this paper intends to look at in detail. These texts are the God of 
Small Things by Arundhati Roy and U.R Ananthamurthy’s Samskara. A common thread 
in both the novels is that the narrative about the dalit subject is from the perspective of an 
empowered author. From here a debate could be ensued that what if these stories were 
described from the perspective of a dalit author ,will than the dalit character would have 
been entrusted with some kind of authority and assertion. Will than, Velutha and Chandri 
will have some kind of agency in the society they are placed into. Like all dalit heroes  
,Velutha  from God of Small Things has also been described in almost poetic and 
feminized  terms “Velutha is "highly intelligent," an excellent carpenter with an 
engineer's mind, but he is also "The God of loss", "The God of Small Things" --He left 
no footprints in sand, no ripples in water, no images in mirrors" (265).For Ammu , a 
divorcee with two children in a patriarchal society Velutha represents an access to the 
world she has been long denied . But one might ask that how his body does becomes a 
sight of violence. Of course he is punished for touching Ammu, the one he is not 
supposed to touch but other than that he never ‘lived’ in Roys novel .What we see of 
Velutha is a dream like apparition. An idealized dalit subject too good to exist 
.Throughout the novel his appearance is haunting. From the moment when the readers are 
introduced to Velutha we know that there is a tragic flaw. He is something he is not 
supposed to be, a communist who is detested for his spunk by the other factory workers. 
But that doesn’t make Velutha a living thinking human being in the eyes of Ammu . 
What attracts her to him is his body. 

She saw the ridges of muscle on Velutha's stomach grow taught and rise under his skin 
like the divisions on a slab of chocolate. She wondered at how his body had changed – so 
quietly, from a flat-muscled boy's body into a man's body. Contoured and hard. A 
swimmer's body. A swimmer-carpenter's body. Polished with a high-wax body polish.He 
had high cheekbones and a white, sudden smile. (8.80-81) 

Roy’s description of a dalit subject is filled with repulsion and fascination at the same 
time. He is a foil to Ammus high caste abusive husband. A same kind of narrative pattern 
is found in U.R Ananthamurthy’s description of Chandri the low –born heroine who 
represents the collective raw desires of uppercaste men. Chandri’s existence in the book 
is only to salvage the existence of brahmin men in the novel. 

Chandri was Naranappa's concubine" (2), a low-caste woman and a woman that many of 
the people in the agrahara looked down upon, who was "born to a family of prostitutes" 
(44). In many ways Chandri is treated as if she were a child. For example, 
Praneshacharya wonders "why did Chandri spoil everything with her good intentions?" 
(10) which is a question that could have been applied to a child, who has good intentions 
but is not yet wise in the ways of the world. Chandri is treated the same way, as if she 
doesn't have the ability to reason for herself or learn more about the ways of the world. 
The Acharya tells her "how pure [her] heart [is]" (20), which seems like he is talking 
down to her, like talking down to a child, and she is afraid "that Praneshacharya might 
scold her" (67) like one would a child. It is repeatedly mentioned how she is beneath him, 
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and "if the Acharya talked to her, he would be polluted; he would have to bathe again 
before his meal" (2). 

Throughout the novel she is treated like a child who is afraid of her own existence It 
seems as if Brahmin authority will make no sense in the absence of Chandri because even 
though they loathe her existence she is the repository of their collective fall. In contrast to 
her is Laxmi’s character from the movie Ankur ,who is empowered in the sense that she 
takes responsibility of her illegitimate child and also her adultery. The upper caste men 
are shown as buffoons caught in a caste nexus. The character of Chandri and Velutha are 
the examples of regressive violence against the low caste in which certain stereotypes are 
reaffirmed by the author .This kind of narration keeps the hierarchy between the victim 
and the victimizer intact . 

Culturally it is very important to break away from such stereotypes in order to establish 
an egalitarian society. There is a need to write an alternative history which represents “ a 
part of an awakened and educated Dalit community, focusing on their past, which is not 
found in written histories.” There is only a superficial understanding of the dalit 
community in the above mentioned books because the whole of community is 
represented by one single character. 

In contrast to the fictional narratives above which seems to fall short of dalit experience 
we a have a myriad expression of dalit experience in dalit autobiographies .In 
juxtaposition to the fantastical narratives above we have the voice of a dalit experience in 
Annihilation of Caste by Dr. B.R Ambedkar which is neither overtly sentimental nor 
seeking endorsements of any kind .When ambedkar recalls his childhood in his writings 
he  is not overburdened with memories of ghastly violence. Yes there is a caste based 
discrimination but a discrimination which doesn’t makes its reader quiver in disgust . 

A counter argument in this regard could be given that the experience of an educated male 
dalit is slightly ‘better’ compared to a rural dalit who is disadvantaged in many ways. An 
uneducated rural dalit is doubly marginalized in social and economic apparatus which is 
ruled by the upper caste .Even though  Ambedkar’s progressive , resilient narrative   
reinstills a certain hope in the lower rungs of society, but that  would be a very limiting 
view of dalit experience .Ompraksh Valmiki’s Jhootan talks about this kind of static 
verbal violence which has scarred the community since ages . As a primary school 
student he was not allowed to drink water or sit with the children of  the Tyagis who had 
given him the epithet ‘chura ka’ .In his book The Branded Laxman Gaikawad says  that 
‘even if someone desired to do honest work, nobody would employ them’ (62). They 
would be beaten up by the police. They always arrested them without any theft. The 
police themselves were responsible for creating conditions because they were not given 
any respected work. For giving money to the police, we would borrow money from 
landlords. (62) 

When one thinks of the discrimination faced by Omprakash Valmiki in his growing years 
in school one questions that is education the key to resolve this problem of 
untouchability? If education gives an insight to human mind than why are dalit students 
discriminated and are reduced to seperate ghettos .If the answer lies in conversion as 
advocated by Dr. B.R Ambedkar ,than will the incidents of reverberating violence stop in 
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public spaces .Somewhere when we read narratives of dalit victimization from the 
prespective of privileged author the narrative is in the form of  stream of consciousness 
mode of writing where there is only a description of the dalit subject without his voice 
whereas  in a dalit autobiographical narrative this subject is an equal participant in the 
incidents around him .  Sarah Beth writes in ‘Dalit Autobiographies in Hindi: the 
transformation of pain into resistance’, “It is pain which strings one narrative event to the 
next, and it is pain that binds individual Dalits together into an ‘imagined community’ of 
fellow sufferers”. 

Even in his death Velutha was described by Arudhati Roy as some kind of non human 
entity . She made his death seemed dreamlike and surreal which is disturbing for a dalit 
reader .His death is a punishment for transgression ,a warning symbol that all those who 
would break the ‘love laws’ will have a similar fate like Velutha . Even though Arundhati 
Roy has shown her loyalties towards  Dr. B.R Ambedkar in her introduction to The 
doctor and the Saint she unknowingly uses a Gandhian approach towards Velutha’s life 
in God of small things, in which he is born a parayan and dies a parayan . In his answer to 
Annihilation of Caste Mahatma Gandhi makes it very clear that he doesn’t want the varna 
vyavastha to be eradicated because that is the core of Hindu society . He called  the 
untouchable ‘harijans’ but had no answer as to how the psyche of people could be 
changed regarding the verbal and metal violence perpetuated towards the Shudras and the 
Atishudras . For a dalit author the resolution of caste problem lies in an educated 
generation who would absolve themselves from the stigma of untouchability .But for a 
privileged , uppercaste writer the problem of untouchability is explored in a superfluous 
manner without any resolution or in the final act of defiance by death or co-option under 
the tutelage of  upper caste authorities . 

Perhaps one could argue that this kind of violence against them will somehow instigate 
and organize the dalit community into a collective force through some kind of literary 
expression .It will shake the subaltern  out of his dehumanized existence both in urban 
and rural India like the fictional hero of Papilio Buddha the movie in which  Shankaran, a 
jnu dropout  who is “awakened to the tragedies of his people “ only when he is beaten 
and tortured by policemen in jail . He recognizes his responsibility towards his people 
unlike the schizophrenic Bakha  of Mulk Raj Anand’s novel Untouchable  who is deluded 
by the hope of being a sweeper to better masters than  the Brahmins. 
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